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Workshop Goals

• Brief overview of the
LA’s BEST Young
Authors Program

• ELD Strategies to
support English
Learners in writing
their own books

• First hand experience
with different book
themes



AUTHORS IN THE CLASSROOM
A Transformative Education Process

Alma Flor Ada F. Isabel Campoy

Alma Flor Ada is the award-winning
author of more than 200 books for
children. She is also a poet, storyteller,
educator, mother, and grandmother. With
a Ph.D. in literature and a lifelong love
for stories, Ada has mastered the art of
retelling traditional folktales and nursery
rhymes from across Latin America. A
native of Cuba who has also lived in
Spain, Peru, and the United States, Ada
writes poetry, picture books, and novels
that offer rich, multicultural perspectives
for all children. For more information,
visit www.almaflorada.com.

F. Isabel Campoy is a Spanish poet,
playwright, songwriter, and storyteller.
She has written numerous children’s
books both in English and in Spanish in
the areas of poetry, theatre, folktales,
biographies, and art. Campoy is a
scholar devoted to the study of language
acquisition, a field in which she started
publishing in 1973 after obtaining her
degrees in Philology from Universidad
Complutense in Madrid, Reading
University in England, and UCLA in the
United States. For more information,
visit www.isabelcampoy.com.



Components of Literacy

SPEAKING LISTENING

WRITING READING



Why Authors in the
Classroom?

“…because history belongs to those who write it.”

Benefits of Authoring Books

Students

 Contributes towards English Language Development (ELD)

 Increase their interest in books & writing

 Develop a greater understanding of the writing process &
confidence in themselves as authors

 Strengthen their sense of identity and self-esteem

Self-published books can:

 Facilitate understanding of others by bridging cultural
differences

 Build self-esteem by validating life experiences & cultural
history

 Empower us, as main characters of our own stories, to look at
our lives as protagonists rather than as secondary characters
in someone else’s story



THEMES STRUCTURE

1. Affirming Self
“I Am” Book

2. A Person in My Life Developing Relationships Books

3. Building Communities
ABC/Counting Books

Themes/Books



THEME
Affirming Self:

“I AM” Book

Objectives:
• To initiate a process of self-discovery

and respect for the uniqueness of
everyone.

• To explore the power of words as a
form of self-expression and a way to
share insights, feelings and emotions.

• To use writing as a way to express
individuality with true respect for
ourselves and others.



Uniqueness
by F. Isabel Campoy

I am a woman, creator of life.

I am Latina, passionate, familiar.

I am an emigrant, conscious of my two horizons.

I am bilingual, capable of negotiating contradictions.

I am the granddaughter of peasants.

I am the daughter of tenacity and love.

I am mestiza of cultures, of races, of ways to see life.

I am a voice without fear.

I am here, building new roads

to go forward,

true to myself.



Who Am I?

I AM…



LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE
APPROACH:

An English language development strategy used
when students are not able to write their ideas
yet. Staff facilitator/teacher records student’s
ideas and helps student to “read” back his/her
own ideas.









THEME
Developing

Relationships
“A Person in My Life”

Objectives:
• To identify and read books that explore

the enormous capacity for creativity
and action within each human being.

• Reflect on the influence that others
have had in our childhood, or while we
grew up, and how to honor their
presence in our lives. .



A Person in My Life

I hear…
I feel…

I pretend…
I am happy…

I suffer…
I wish…

I imagine…
I laugh…
I dream…

I say…
I believe…

I _________





















SENTENCE FRAMES

An ELD strategy which provides a structure for
students to follow and/or fill in as appropriate.

Examples:

Today I feel ______because….

I wonder if _______ when…



THEME
Building Communities:

“ABC” Book

Objectives:
• To identify, read, and discuss books

that use the alphabet or a counting
structure to present their content.

• To continue the process of self-
discovery, exploring one's physical and
social surroundings.

• To develop an extended classroom
community that encourages respect,
understandings, and appreciation for
uniqueness, as well as a sense of
solidarity in the common human
adventure.

• To explore the idea of community
using the alphabet or counting book
format as a tool for creating and
structuring a book.



























Picture Word Wall
This English language development strategy is
like a “word bank” for students to refer to as
needed. It is especially helpful to visual learners.

Ocean

Forest

City



ELD Strategies

• Sentence Frames

• Word Wall

• Language Experience Approach



Parent/Guardian
Involvement





QUESTIONS?



Let’s keep in mind…

To accomplish great things

We must not only act

But also dream,

Not only plan

But also believe.

Anatole France
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YOUNG AUTHORS
Activity Planning Guidelines
This guide is an additional resource to

support the implementation of the
book themes presented

Stela Oliveira, LA’s BEST Director of Education
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Program Implementation- It is strongly recommended that the Young Authors Club meet for a minimum of
three hours weekly (3x’s a week for 1 hour or 2x’s a week for 1 ½ hours).

Week of _________________
Planning and strategizing for program implementation and gather supplies,
create charts, & gather resources needed.

Two to three weeks period Book 1 – Introduce theme, writing process, then book creation

Two to three weeks period Book 2 Introduce theme, writing process, then book creation

Two to three weeks period Book 3 Introduce theme, writing process, then book creation

Week of ________________ Prepare for the YA culmination event at your site

List of suggested materials

o Name Tags

o Writing Journals

o Construction Paper

o Crayons

o Highlighters

o Whole Puncher

o Markers

o Pencils

o Erasers

Book Themes:

o Theme 1: Affirming Self: “I AM” Book
o Theme 2: Developing Relationships: “A Person in My Life” Book
o Theme 3: Building Communities: “ABC Community” Book

Recommended Background Music:

o Classical
o Instrumental

Parental Involvement:

o Communicate with the parents the Young Authors program goals
o Create interview questions for students to gather information for different books
o Invite parents to visit the Young Authors club and hear their children read their books
o Have children make invitations for culmination activities

o Scissors
o Glue Sticks

o Rings
o Card Stock

o Art Supplies
o Tape

o Chart Paper

o Color Pencils
o Music
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Establish Routines during Young Authors Club time:

1) Recommended Group Norms:

2) Author’s Chair:

 Decorate and label a chair as “Young Author’s Chair”

 Student author will read his or her portion of the completed writing while sitting in the

Young Authors chair

 Student author will pick several students to ask questions or give feedback on his

or her writing

Suggested Author’s chair time Norms

A. Listening and speaking skills from chart paper with the children

Group Norms (CHART PAPER)

 Keep your ears open and mouth closed when
someone else is speaking

 Learn something new

 Ask Questions

Excellent Listening Skills (CHART PAPER)

 Look at the person reading

 Keep your mouth closed and ears listening

 Fold your hands in your lap

 Stay seated flat in your chair or on the floor

 If you want to speak, raise your hand.

Superior Speaking Skills (CHART PAPER)

 Speak in a loud, clear voice so people in the back can hear you

 Keep your paper at chest-level or in your lap

 Read at an appropriate pace with expression (not too fast or too slow
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B) Feedback Techniques:

1) Read techniques on chart paper with the children

2) Tell children that you can’t give a wish without giving a star first!

3) Have a child read his book

4) Demonstrate use of feedback techniques ( Star & Wish)

5) Have children give a star and a wish to the child that is sitting in the author’s chair

CHART PAPER(S)

 The Young Authors chair can be used before book is completed in order to allow children
to review/revise their writing according to feedback received.

 The Young Author chair can be used as whole group activity or in smaller group
configurations.

A Star

 I like the part when…

 You did a really good job…

 My favorite part was when…

A Wish

 I have a good idea for you…

 Could you please explain..

 Ask who, what, when, where, why, or how,

something happened.
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THE WRITING PROCESS
K – 2ND students

In order to be an effective writer, a student needs something meaningful to say and the writing skills to say it
clearly. The Young Authors framework provides students with meaningful themes while YA Club leaders
support students as they begin to write their books. In using the writing process, leader will be able to break
writing into manageable chunks for students and help them focus on producing quality material. The following
are stages found in the writing process and activities that can help support the process.

Stages of the Writing Process for K-2nd Grade Students

1. Prewriting – Think about ideas for a topic, clarify your purpose, identify the audience, and find a focus.

Activities for Prewriting:

Reading examples – Read numerous examples of a genre or theme, noting and discussing its
distinguishing characteristics and specialized vocabulary.

Ghost Writer – Staff writes down what the student says they want their story to be about. Staff
reads what they wrote back to the student.

Graphic organizers (whole class) – Are brainstorming webs, charts, and mind maps that allow
students to organize their thoughts and ideas, such as Thinking Maps.

2. Drafting – Write a draft; let your ideas flow onto the paper.

Activities for Drafting:

Drawing to write – Students begin to draw pictures that represent the theme or topic of their
story and then students will write small sentences to explain their drawings. Many ideas can be
explored through drawing.

Writing centers – Have centers for student to work at quietly by themselves or with a partner
on their book. Music can help set the tone during for writing time. Club leader will need to
frequently monitor and check for progress/understanding while students are at the centers.

Writing countdowns – Students can list all the components of their story using invented
spelling or simple words

3. Revising and Editing – Correct the spelling, punctuation, grammar, and check to see that students are
on topic. Reread, rethink and clarify.
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Activities for Revising and Editing:

Curious Reader – Staff writes questions on the board for students to answer or staff asks to
students individually about their book.

Writing Conference- Staff meets with the student to review their rough draft. Staff makes
suggestions for the student to consider during the revising and editing stage. Staff should check
for understanding of theme before spelling, grammar, and sentence structure.

Glows and grows – Staff points out all the student’s glows for writing (what is done well) and
the student’s grows for writing (what needs improvement).

4. Rewriting and Proofreading - Have students incorporate changes made during the revising and editing
stage as they carefully write or type their final drafts.

Activities for Rewriting and Proofreading:

Shadow writing – Staff lightly writes the students finished story onto paper and the student
traces over the letters and draws a picture to represent what they wrote.

The final check – Students read aloud their stories with a staff or peer for one last final check
to make sure everything is correct.

5. Publishing - Encourage students to publish their works in a variety of ways, such as a class book or
individual book. Student can be very creative with their books. Consider pop-up books or photographs
for illustrations.

Activities for Publishing:

Book Construction – Staff provides students with coloring material, paper, and decorations for
assembling their books.

Author’s chair - Student will read his or her finished story aloud to the class or small group.

Reader’s theater - Students acts out the events of their book in the form of a play or musical.
Plays can be for the individual or for the whole class.

THE WRITING PROCESS

3rd-6th Grade Students

1. Prewriting – Think about ideas for a topic, clarify your purpose, identify the audience, and find a
focus.
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Activities for Prewriting:

Reading examples – Read numerous examples of a genre or theme, noting and discussing its
distinguishing characteristics and specialized vocabulary.

Free writing – Set a timer and have students write their first responses to what they think the
book is about. Don’t worry about spelling or grammar, just write!

Graphic organizers – Are brainstorming webs, charts, and mind maps that allow students to
organize their thoughts and ideas.

2. Drafting – Write a draft; let your ideas flow onto the paper.

Activities for Drafting:

Independent work – Students begin to write in their journals. Many ideas can be explored and
spelling and mechanics are not relevant.

Writing centers – Have centers for student to work at quietly by themselves or with a partner
on their book. Music can help set the tone during for writing time.

Writing countdowns – Set a timer and have students WRITE, WRITE, WRITE! Don’t stop writing
until the time is up

3. Revising and Editing – Correct the spelling, punctuation, grammar, and check to see that students
are on topic. Reread, rethink and clarify.

Activities for Revising and Editing:

Peer reviews – Students work in pairs or small groups and discuss rough drafts with a writing
partner. Or create a checklist for students to fill out when reading a peer’s story (can use
star/wish feedback format).

Writing Conference- Staff meets with the student to review their rough draft. Staff makes
suggestions for the student to consider during the revising and editing stage (Star & Wish).
Staff should check for understanding of theme before spelling, grammar, and sentence
structure

Glows and grows – Staff points out all the student’s glows for writing (what is done well) and
the student’s grows for writing (what needs improvement).

4. Rewriting and Proofreading - Have students incorporate changes made during the revising and
editing stage as they carefully write or type their final drafts.

Activities for Rewriting and Proofreading:

Using Technology – If available have students type their final drafts on a computer or a laptop.
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The final check – Students read aloud their stories with a staff or peer for one last final check
to make sure everything is correct.

5. Publishing - Encourage students to publish their works in a variety of ways, such as a class book or
individual book. Student can be very creative with their books. Consider pop-up books or
photographs for illustrations.

Suggested Activities for Publishing:

Book Construction – Staff provides students with coloring material, paper, and decorations for
assembling their books.

Author’s chair - Student will read his or her finished story aloud to the class or small group.

Reader’s theater - Students acts out the events of their book in the form of a play or musical.
Plays can be for the individual or for the whole class

Summarizing the Writing Process

#1. PRE-WRITING

Think

 Explore ideas to write about . . . .

Organize

 Graphic Organizers, such as Thinking Maps: Circle and Bubble Maps, help students

organize their thoughts

#2. DRAFTING

Writing

 Create a first draft—read to oneself to ensure it makes sense

#3. REVISE & EDIT

 Share draft during Author’s Chair time. Receive suggestions to revise writing

#4. REWRITING & PROOFREADING

 Students incorporate changes made & carefully write their final draft

#5. PUBLISHING

 Create book’

 Share book
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Preparing for the Young Authors Local Culmination

Let’s Celebrate Our Young Authors!

This is an opportunity for the Young Author’s Club participants to share their books with the school

community and to celebrate their accomplishments

BEFORE THE CULMINATION

1) Select a date and location for the YA local culmination

2) Reserve venue with school administrator

3) Allow students to practice reading their books aloud.

4) Help students complete their books through the writing process

5) Ensure that each book contains: cover page, title page, Dedication page, copyright page, &
About the Author page

6) Prepare a certificate per participant in the Young Authors program*

7) Invite students’ parents/guardians, day school staff, and school community volunteers*

8) Recruit Volunteers to support at the event*

SET UP THE ENVIRONMENT

 Set up Young Author Book Exhibit

 Display YA posters, pictures, balloons, banners

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

 Video record mini-interviews of YA students and present it at the event

 Make sure you have a microphone

 Incorporate parents into the culmination event

o By having child read the book to parent?

o Providing supplies for families, so they can make/take books at the culmination event

 Do an “Author’s Chair” at event

 Make the event like an “Art Gallery”.


